Abstract-This paper presents a framework for information sharing and fusion in cooperative tasks involving humans and robots. In this context, all information regarding the state of interest is recursively fused and maintained by each agent in a form of belief. For a robot agent, its belief is commonly and practically represented as a probability density function (pdf), formed by traditional sensor fusion and state estimation algorithms. In cooperative tasks with non-expert humans, a robot needs to effectively communicate its belief so that the gathered information can be easily processed and interpreted by the humans. The goal of this research is to provide twoway information exchange and fusion between robots and humans, the former operating on pdfs, while the latter on English sentences. This is achieved by considering two goodness measures: semantic correctness and information preservation. Based on the goodness measures studied, results show that the proposed framework is able to generate optimal statements describing the given belief pdfs and successfully recover the initial inputs used to generate them. Additionally, in order to describe complex belief pdfs, a Mixture of Statements (MoS) model is proposed such that the optimal expression can be generated through a composition of more than one statements. With a nonparametric Dirichlet Process MoS generation, it is found that the robot can determine correctly the number of statements as well as the corresponding reference parameters needed to describe all hypotheses underlying its belief.
I. INTRODUCTION
Research has shown that a robot's belief in an environment with uncertainties can be effectively represented as a probability density function (pdf) [1] . Through a Bayesian approach, a belief represented as a pdf can be used to summarize all information gathered and fused recursively by the robot over time [2] . Plenty of work has been done, e.g., in the areas of localization [3] , target tracking [4] , and planning [5] to allow a robot to derive its belief over the state of interest by fusing information from various sources, including its own sensing capability [6] , or its communication with other agents [2] . Pdf Beliefs formed by intelligent agents are valuable pieces of information which have been found useful in applications such as disaster management [7] , emergency response [8] , security [9] , scientific exploration [10] , autonomous vehicles [11] , and personal robotics [12] . In order for humans to make use of information gathered in collaborative missions, intelligent agents need to be able to effectively communicate their beliefs so that the information can be quickly and easily processed and interpreted by humans. The goal of this research is to provide seamless, two-way information fusion and exchange between robots and humans, the former operating on pdfs, while the latter on English sentences. An information flow between a robot and humans in information sharing framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 . First, human users communicate their observations on the state of interest using structured English sentences, as indicated by (1) . English sentences from all the users, are subsequently translated into pdfs, which are then fused with the robot's current belief as indicated by (2) . The robot produces a final updated belief by also fusing other pieces of information obtained from its own perception such as camera or LIDAR inputs, as represented by (3). The summarized belief is then translated and communicated to the human agents in structured sentences which is indicated by (4) .
In previous research [2] , [13] , a human-to-robot information sharing technique was developed to handle language understanding subproblem involved in step (1) and information fusion subproblem involved in steps (2) and (3) of the information exchange loop. However, the robot's belief generated in (3) is directly communicated to the human audience in its raw format of a pdf. Similar work has been developed in [14] - [16] to address human-to-robot information sharing tasks in steps (1)-(2) using predefined rule-based or randomset language models. None of these considers fusion of robot's perceptual data or belief expression tasks in steps (3)-(4). Other human-to-robot communication framework unrelated to information fusion problems includes [17] - [19] , where a Generalized Grounding Graph was used to ground human's commands to a robot. These works do not address cooperative perception problems where information gathering is the primary communication objective.
Related work on robot-to-human communications includes referring expression generation [20] , which aims to identify an object in a scene by describing its properties including its relation to another object [21] , [22] . These expressions are typically generated from a knowledge of the scene, which is assumed deterministic, rather than a belief pdf produced from information fusion and estimation algorithms. Other lan-guage generation work includes plan recognition [23] , [24] , which produces statements summarizing the robot's activities given the estimated robot states, and question or request generations [25] , where questions or requests for help are produced from a predefined sequence of deterministic states and actions. None of these language generation frameworks considers expression generations for mixed-multi sensory agents working on cooperative information gathering tasks. This paper proposes a novel two-way information sharing framework between humans and robots, providing each type of agents information presented in a format they can immediately process and utilize. From the human user's perspective, the system permits inputs and outputs in structured Engish, on which further interpretation and reasoning can be done naturally. From the robot's perspective, the interface allows communications in terms of pdfs, on which conventional information fusion and estimation algorithms can be seamlessly integrated.
II. LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING AND BELIEF FUSION
This section describes the mathematical formulation for a recursive update of a robot's belief pdf over the state of interest. The inputs used for robot's belief updates are in the forms of both traditional sensor measurement readings as well as human expressions in structured English.
A. Recursive Belief Update
Let X i ∈ X be the state of interest (e.g., the tracked target location or the robot's own location). Let ζ r i be the robot's sensor measurement reading (e.g., from a camera or LIDAR) at time i. Defining human observation expressions according to the structured English sentence "The <target> is <preposition i > <reference i >," (e.g., "The suspect is nearby gas station A," or "The injured victim is behind the robot."), a human's observation expression ζ First, the belief is propagated to the new time step i according to the stochastic dynamics p(X i |X i−1 ) of the state of interest,
The belief is then updated given traditional robot's sensor measurement reading at time i as 
where, similar to the case of traditional sensor measurement, p(D i |X i , X li ) is the likelihood model of human's English expression. The formulation of this human expression likelihood model is given in the next subsection.
B. MMS Language Model
The likelihood L(
.., N D } and a known reference state x l parameter, maps from the hidden target's state space X to the interval [0, 1]. At each state value x, the likelihood sums to one over the choices of prepositions:
The human expression likelihood model can therefore be viewed a probabilistic classification of the target's state space. This input space partitioning can be described by probabilistic models, e.g., logistic, softmax, or Multimodal Softmax (MMS). In this paper, the MMS model of human's state description is learned from actual human expression training data. One advantage of MMS compared with log-linear models such as logistic or softmax is that it can represent non-convex, multimodal, nonlinear decision boundaries as discussed below:
A softmax function (multinomial logistic function) is a generalization of logistic function from binary to multiclass classification. The softmax likelihood of X i = x ∈ X , where X ⊆ R M , being labeled as class
i.e., where log odds ratio is zero:
As a result, while logistic functions are restricted to linear partitioning of the the input space, softmax functions extends the classification boundaries to piecewise linear ones. Nonetheless, softmax partitions are still restricted to convex cases: Let x 1 and x 2 belong to class h, All points on the line segment (1 − t)x 1 + tx 2 also belong to partition h:
An MMS generalizes softmax functions to the case of non-convex, multimodal partitions, by dividing each class d ∈ {1, ..., N D } into s d mutually exclusive and exhaustive
The set of all subclasses is defined as Ψ = {1, ..., S}, where the set of all relevant subclasses in d is σ(d) ⊆ Ψ and
For an M-dimensional input space, the S · (M + 1) parameters of S MMS weight vectors can then be learned by maximizing the likelihood p(D i = d|X i = x) of training set labeling {(D i , X i ) i=1:N } through standard nonlinear optimization algorithms, e.g., quasi-Newton methods.
In this paper, English preposition models are learned from an online labeled dataset available at [26] . Illustrations of the learned MMS likelihood models p(D i = d|X i = x, X li = x l ) for human observations "The <target> is <preposition> <reference>," where the prepositions d are "next to," "nearby," "far from," and the reference x l is at [0, 0] T , are shown in Fig. 2 .
III. LANGUAGE GENERATION FROM FUSED BELIEF
In this section, two approaches to language generation from probabilistic beliefs are presented. The first approach is based on the semantic correctness of the sentence generated. The second approach is based on information preservation in translating the input pdf into the output sentence.
A. Semantic Correctness
First, define a belief distribution over the target state of interest X as b(x) ≡ p(X = x|I, Θ 1,...,N D , X l ). I denotes all the information acquired previously by the robot through its own perception or through interactions with the other agents. This belief b(x) can be the obtained from traditional sensor fusion algorithms or from human-robot communication processes as presented in Section II, i.e., b(x) = p(X i = x|ζ in an a priori learned dictionary. The posterior probability of each word d in the dictionary can be calculated based on the word's meaning described by the learned MMS human language model p(D|X, Θ 1,...,N D , X l ) as follows:
In common situations when the word meaning p(D|X, Θ 1,...,N D , X l ) is defined as an MMS and the belief p(X|I, Θ 1,...,N D , X l ) is represented in a Gaussian mixture, the integral above can be efficiently calculated by performing variational Bayesian importance sampling (VBIS) [2] , [27] . The optimal statement can then be generated with a preposition determined based on the following objective:
Maximizing this posterior probability is equivalent to maximizing the semantic correctness probability of the generated sentence when describing the hidden state X, given all the information I gathered so far. The strengths and weaknesses of semantic correctness criterion will be discussed in comparison with an information preservation criterion presented next.
B. Information Preservation
This section presents a language generation approach based on an information preservation perspective, i.e., minimizing information loss when translating the belief represented in the form of a pdf to that represented as a structured language sentence.
Given an input belief distribution b(x) ≡ p(X = x|I, Θ 1,...,N D , X l ) over the state of interest X, we would like to find an optimal preposition D * , such that the KullbackLeibler Divergence (KLD) between the representative distribution r(x) ≡ p(X = x|D, Θ 1,...,N D , X l ) and the original distribution b(x) is minimized:
Minimizing the KLD above is equivalent to maximizing the expectation of the log of likelihood r(x) over x ∼ b(x). This expectation can be approximated by performing sampling on b(x) for {x n ; n = 1, ..., N }:
That is, the optimal statement can be determined based on the following maximum likelihood objective:
This maximum likelihood problem can be solved by many existing algorithms, some of which are applied in the next section, coupled with the formulation of related expression generation sub-problems.
IV. EXPRESSION COMPOSITION In this section, we propose an expression composition methods such that an expression describing an input belief can be optimally generated through a composition of more than one statements. Additionally, in previous section, the reference state X l was treated as a fixed parameter in the communication process. In this section, the optimal reference state parameters for all statements in the composition will be simultaneously determined. Finally, a technique for automatically determining the optimal number of statements needed in order to describe a belief is presented.
A. Mixture of Statements (MoS)
Oftentimes, a complex belief cannot be described by only one statement since it consists of multiple hypotheses produced from multiple sources during an information acquisition process. This section extends the language generation process from one-statement generation described earlier to the case where the optimal expression can be composed using more than one statements. Multiple-hypotheses information can be formally represented by a mixture model [28] as discussed next.
First, assuming that a simple belief b(x) consists of only one underlying piece of information, which can be described by a single statement
In the case where the reference state parameter X l is fixed, the language generation problem reduces to the problem defined by (12)-(13); note that ζ(·) is a deterministic function. This problem formulation can be extended to the case of a more complex K-hypotheses belief expression "The target is <hypothesis 1>, or <hypothesis 2>, or ... , <hypothesis K>," with
The probability of each latent hypothesis Z = k ∈ {1, ..., K} being responsible for the belief on x can be explicitly represented and then marginalized out as
Define each hypothesis k's likelihood P k and prior π k as
Assuming a uniform prior, p(X = x|Θ k ) does not depend on x:
For this problem of modeling human language, as discussed in Section II-B, the distribution p(D k |X = x, Θ k ) and therefore each hypothesis likelihood P k (x) are modeled as MMS. Note that the normalizing constant A k (Θ k ) ≡ p(Z = k|x, Θ k )dx (the area under MMS) may or may not be dependent on the parameter Θ k , depending on our choice of Θ k . For example, if all MMS shape parameters are fixed, as defined by a word's semantic, and only the landmark reference location X l k is estimated, then the normalizing constant is also contant with respect to the parameter; A k (Θ k ) = A k .
B. Fitting a Mixture of Statements
Following (12), given a set of samples {x n ; n = 1, .., N } generated from b(x), the log likelihood of the samples based on the representative belief distribution in (15) is
Standard Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm can then be used to solve the maximum likelihood problem of the above mixture model as follows: E-Step: Evaluate posterior distribution over hidden variables Z n=1,...,N , given the parameter Θ k=1,...,K } calculated in the previous M-Step. That is, for each pair of sample point X n and hypothesis k, evaluate the (soft) membership assignment
based on the parameter Θ (t−1) . The E-Step for mixture of statements fitting is as follows:
Step: Update the parameter Θ (t) , maximizing the expected log likelihood given the distribution over membership assignment γ
First, define the following objective function, with Lagrange multiplier λ: k=1,...,K , we obtain the following:
For an MMS mixture model, Θ
Step can be calculated by using a grid searching for the optimal reference location x (t) l k of each hypothesis k, with all the other MMS shape parameters fixed as learned from human language dataset:
In each of the EM iteration step t, the likelihood of the data is guaranteed to increase unless the local optimal has been reached:
C. Estimating the Number of Statements
One disadvantage of EM is it assumes that the actual number of statements K is given. A solution to determining the number of statements needed to represent a particular input belief is, e.g., by plotting the likelihood versus the number of statements K, then choosing the optimal K (balancing between the likelihood and model complexity). This solution is brute force and expensive. In a Bayesian approach, a regularization prior is placed on the model's parameters such that the parameters can be sampled from their posterior distribution. In the problem of Mixture of Statements generation, placing a nonparametric Dirichlet Process (DP) prior over the mixture component weights π can help determine the optimal number of mixture components, i.e., the number of statements K, automatically. Implementation of DP MoS generation is done through Gibbs sampling as described in [29] :
where each sample n's mixture distribution P n (x n ) is an MMS defined in (19) , and the base distribution G 0 for reference location parameter x l is Gaussian.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Four sets of simulations with various complexity levels are carried out to evaluate and characterize the behavior of the proposed system as follows:
The first set of simulations aims to study the behavior of the belief communication system, by comparing the belief inputs given by a human to the belief statements expressed as the outputs. In the simulations, the system is tested with different structured English statements. As a communication reference, human and robot share common information of a map containing a landmark location. When a new piece of information arrives from human, the robot performs a belief update step by fusing the new English statement input with its prior belief, which is set to be uniform. That is, the robot has no prior knowledge on the target location. The updated belief is then translated and expressed as structured English statement outputs.
1) Semantic Correctness: Table 1 shows the robot's confidence over each choice of belief expression ("nearby", "far from", or "next to") in each case of input information received from human. It is found that, given a statement "The target is nearby the landmark." input as the sole piece of information from human, the robot expresses its final belief as "The target is nearby the landmark." with the highest confidence of 0.515. Similar results are obtained with "far from" and "next to" inputs, where the robot states with the highest confidence a belief expression equivalent to that given by human.
2) Information Preservation: Table 2 shows the information loss results in translating the robot's belief to each choice of expression ("nearby", "far from", or "next to"). The results show that the output belief statements have the smallest information loss when they are the same as the statements input to the system.
B. Multiple Landmarks, Single Statement
The second part of simulation studies robot's belief expression strategies in a slightly more complex environment. In this simulation, the map shared by human and robot contains five landmarks that can be used in describing the beliefs over the target's state as indicated in Fig. 3 .
The belief shown in Fig. 3 over the target's state space is produced from an input statement "The target is next to E." given from human. The robot then generates an expression describing its belief regarding the target's state. Given three prepositions in the dictionary and five landmarks, there are thirty-five possible output statements. It was found that, based on semantic correctness approach, the system generated the description: "The target is far from A," while, based on information preservation approach, the system generated the description: "The target is next to E." This result shows that, with the semantic correctness approach, the robot prefers a more general statement using a preposition with a larger support such as "far from," whenever such word is semantically applicable, in order to maximize its chance of being correct (i.e., a politicalstatement effect). However, with the information preservation approach, the robot penalizes the use of an expression that is vaguer (i.e., contains less information) than what it actually believes.
C. Multiple Landmarks, Multiple Statements 1) Known Number of Statements: The third part of simulations aims to evaluate the expression generated when the robot's belief contains multiple hypotheses regarding the target's state, and when the expression references are unspecified. In the simulation, multiple pieces of information are passed from humans to the robot. T ." Statement C: "The target is next to [10, 7] T ." These statements are associated with them levels of confidence of each statement being a true detection of the target, which are 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2 respectively after normalization. The robot's belief formed after receiving the information above is shown in Fig. 4 . An expression describing the robot's belief in Fig. 4 is subsequently generated using the EM algorithm described in Section IV-B, treating the reference locations as hidden parameters of the MoS model. The output belief expression is "The target is nearby [15. is able to indentify the three optimal reference locations and generate a statement describing each hypothesis correctly.
2) Unknown Number of Statements: The final simulation aims to evaluate the expression generated when the robot's belief contains multiple hypotheses and when the number of statements, along with the reference points of interests needed to describe the belief, are unspecified. In the simulation, multiple pieces of information from humans are given to the robot. T ." Statement C: "The target is nearby [15, 3] T ." Statement D: "The target is nearby [21, −8] T ." These statements are associated with them levels of confidence of each statement being a true detection of the target, which are 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1 respectively after normalization. The robot's belief formed after receiving the information above is shown in Fig. 5 .
An expression describing the robot's belief in Fig. 5 is subsequently generated based on a nonparametric DP MoS model as described in Section IV-C, treating the reference locations as hidden parameters of the MoS model, and at the same time letting the number of generated statements be automatically driven by the belief input. T with 8.83% confidence." This result shows that the robot is able to indentify both the optimal number of statements as well as the corresponding references needed to correctly describe all underlying hypothesis forming its belief.
VI. CONCLUSIONS This paper presents a framework for information sharing and fusion in cooperative tasks involving humans and robots. In this context, all information regarding the state of interest is recursively fused and maintained by each agent in a form of belief. For a robot agent, its belief is commonly and practically represented as a probability density function (pdf), formed by traditional sensor fusion and state estimation algorithms. In cooperative tasks with non-expert humans, a robot needs to effectively communicate its belief so that the gathered information can be easily processed and interpreted by the humans. The goal of this research is to provide two-way information exchange and fusion between robots and humans, the former operating on pdfs, while the latter on English sentences. This is achieved by considering two goodness measures: semantic correctness and information preservation. Based on the goodness measures studied, results show that the proposed framework is able to generate optimal statements describing the given belief pdfs and successfully recover the initial inputs used to generate them. Additionally, in order to describe complex belief pdfs, a Mixture of Statements (MoS) model is proposed such that the optimal expression can be generated through a composition of more than one statements. With a nonparametric Dirichlet Process MoS generation, it is found that the robot can determine correctly the number of statements as well as the corresponding reference parameters needed to describe all hypotheses underlying its belief.
